GENERAL NOTES

1. Panels may be transported vertically or horizontally. If transported horizontally, panels must be supported at 2'-0" points at all times. Once vertical, the panels require no additional support.
2. If temporary lifting hooks are used, they shall be placed at 1' points. Permanently mounted lifting devices shall be removed prior to panel installation.
3. See specifications and special provisions for additional information.
4. Concrete panels will have surface finish and a graffiti protection system according to the Georgia Standard Specifications Section 624, current edition and supplements thereto.
5. FABRICATOR responsible for any additional reinforcement necessary for storage, shipping and handling.
6. Panels, vertical and horizontal support plates and wall panel clips shall be galvanized after all fabrication is complete.

1. See Sheet N-2 for panel embedment details when panels are installed behind side barriers. Wall panels shall be placed a minimum of 6" into the berm / existing ground if no side barrier protection device is required.
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